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Meet Sevencea, the other main character in my contemporary
fantasy romance! Thank you again, @wymelarata.tkgsworth!
Sevencea is a mermaid who lives off.
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Brianna Tibbetts · @GingerTimeLord. Moderately insomniatic,
slightly homicidal, completely ginger. Also a writer. The
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Meet Sevencea, the other main character in my contemporary
fantasy romance! Thank you again; Meet Sevencea, the other
main character in my contemporary.
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The seven CEA patients that carried the diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus tended to have higher glucose levels but they did not
differ significantly from nondiabetic.
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I'd like you all to meet Jacob, one of the main characters in
my contemporary Sevencea romance! When she sees Sevencea all
alone on multiple occasions, she decides to take a risk and
introduce .
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is a main character in my WIP, Moonscript. He looks great!
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